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Dynasty II
One of the outstanding problems of the biologist, whether he be beginning student
or specialists, is that of understanding technical terms. The best way to understand
and remember technical terms is to understand first their component parts, or
roots. This dictionary has been designed primarily to meet the needs of the
beginning student, the medical student, and the taxonomist, but it should be of
value to all biologists.

Real Frank Zappa Book
Based out of Bladensburg, Maryland, 31-year-old Janet Stayley spent her life
looking for a hustler. She never knew she would find one in her 15-year-old son,
Kelsi. Surrounded by violence, drugs and lies, Kelsi murders in self-defense.
Suddenly Kelsi becomes charged with the newfound feeling he associates with
becoming a man and feels he can take on anything, including his mother's
cheating lover. The heat of murder ensues and Janet feels it's time to make a
permanent move out of Maryland. Before doing so, she plans one last murder
which, if goes as planned, could ultimately be worth millions. To top it all off, Janet
has not revealed to her son the biggest secret yet.

The Sailor's Word-book
From the author of The Sound of Things Falling, a powerful novel about a legendary
political cartoonist. Javier Mallarino is a living legend. He is his country’s most
influential political cartoonist, the conscience of a nation. A man capable of
repealing laws, overturning judges’ decisions, and destroying politicians’ careers
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with his art. His weapons are pen and ink. Those in power fear him and pay him
homage. After four decades of a brilliant career, he’s at the height of his powers.
But this all changes when he’s paid an unexpected visit by a young woman who
upends his personal history and forces him to reconsider his life and work,
questioning his position in the world. In Reputations, Juan Gabriel Vásquez
examines the weight of the past, how a public persona intersects with private
histories, the burdens and surprises of memory. In this intimate novel, Vásquez
once again brilliantly plumbs universal experiences to create a masterly story, one
that reverberates long after you turn the final page.

Hersband Material (The Cartel Publications Presents)
The saga continues!!!

Dead Heads (The Cartel Publications Presents)
The climate in the streets of Washington, D.C. is fast-paced and violent during the
Murder Capital years. Rule number one is to play for keeps. Reggie “Redds”
Williams and his childhood friends grow up in the Kennedy Street area of
Northwest. As they learn how to survive and take care of themselves in the streets
they become known to law enforcement as the “Kennedy Street Crew.” The
code—Death Before Dishonor—that they live by shakes their foundation to the core
when they find out one of their own is working with the feds. When the smoke
clears Redds and the Kennedy Street Crew find themselves on the FBI’s most
wanted list. Redds turns out to be the last man standing as he goes on the run and
tries to disappear out of the country. He creeps through Philly, Atlantic City, and
Columbus, Ohio while a federal manhunt is right on his heels. His only partner in
the world is Necci, his high school girlfriend. Together, Redds and Necci change
their identities as they move through the underworld of the streets. They survive
on love and street knowledge. When the feds finally close in lives are tore apart
forever. The intensity turns up a thousand degrees when the wrath of the
government comes down on Redds and the Kennedy Street Crew. Indictments
come down charging everything from RICO to the murder of law enforcement. The
death penalty is thrown on the table. Redds’ is driven by all that he stands for to
Never Lay Down in the face of adversity.

Never Lay Down
Recounts the life and career of the inventive and controversial rock musician, and
includes information on his philosophies on art, his opinions on the music industry,
and his thoughts on raising children.

Goon (The Cartel Publications Presents)
"The complete novel from the book 'Soft'."

Mad Maxxx: Children of The Catacombs
Mystro Mason longs for a family, complete with a beautiful wife, but she has a
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problem with falling in love with the wrong women. It is not until a Washington DC
judge threatens her with a jail sentence, after an order of protection was issued,
that she slows down her stalker tendencies. But, she discovers it is easier said than
done. Native Houston, Mystros roommate and comrade, is all about clothes, shoes
and her lust for a multitude of women. But after losing her job for trying to bed the
boss, she soon realizes that her careless actions are coming back to haunt her.
Church is a vixen who enjoys the company of women, but the only thing she loves
more is money. When Mystro meets Church, it is love at first sight in her eyes. But,
everything that looks good is not always good for you. Although Mystro is busy
falling in love, again, Native can see Church for who she really is, and tries to warn
her friend before its too late. The problem is that once Mystro has her mind made
up, there is no stopping her, even if she goes too far. Hersband Material booms
with craziness, drama and betrayal, as Mystro and Native attempt to discover who
they really are.

Disgrace
Rogue State and its author came to sudden international attention when Osama
Bin Laden quoted the book publicly in January 2006, propelling the book to the top
of the bestseller charts in a matter of hours. This book is a revised and updated
version of the edition Bin Laden referred to in his address.

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
When five-year-old Roman's mother is murdered before his eyes in Fayette,
Mississippi he is left alone with his loyal dog, a blue nose pit-bull named Ice. Things
appear to look up for Roman when Billy Bob Adams, a career criminal, finds him
and whisks him to Baltimore, Maryland. With modern day slavery as his motive,
Billy Bob teaches Roman every villainous trick he knowsincluding murder. From the
moment Yoko was born she was unwanted. Born with a visible handicap people
judged her upon first sight. Before long they turn the sweet child into a bitter
young adult who does anything she can for attention. Even if it means taking
responsibility for crimes she didn't commit. When Roman and Yoko meet they
become an escape for one another. Since an idle mind is the devil's workshop they
put their skills together and become living nightmares for unsuspecting drug
dealers. Many years later, Roman vows to trade his turbulent childhood and crimes
for a family of his own. Which means leaving Yoko and her volatile love of blood
behind. When Roman must rely on his murder game to provide for his family, he
excels and becomes the primary assassin for a multi-million dollar drug operation.
But what happens when Yoko returns with a request that Roman doesn't want to
honor? Explosive drama. Goon is an action packed thriller with unpredictable twists
and excitement! Enjoy!

Victoria's Secret (The Cartel Publications Presents)
J.M. Coetzee's latest novel, The Schooldays of Jesus, will soon be available from
Viking. Set in post-apartheid South Africa, J. M. Coetzee’s searing novel tells the
story of David Lurie, a twice divorced, 52-year-old professor of communications
and Romantic Poetry at Cape Technical University. Lurie believes he has created a
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comfortable, if somewhat passionless, life for himself. He lives within his financial
and emotional means. Though his position at the university has been reduced, he
teaches his classes dutifully; and while age has diminished his attractiveness,
weekly visits to a prostitute satisfy his sexual needs. He considers himself happy.
But when Lurie seduces one of his students, he sets in motion a chain of events
that will shatter his complacency and leave him utterly disgraced. Lurie pursues his
relationship with the young Melanie—whom he describes as having hips “as slim as
a twelve-year-old’s”—obsessively and narcissistically, ignoring, on one occasion,
her wish not to have sex. When Melanie and her father lodge a complaint against
him, Lurie is brought before an academic committee where he admits he is guilty
of all the charges but refuses to express any repentance for his acts. In the furor of
the scandal, jeered at by students, threatened by Melanie’s boyfriend, ridiculed by
his ex-wife, Lurie is forced to resign and flees Cape Town for his daughter Lucy’s
smallholding in the country. There he struggles to rekindle his relationship with
Lucy and to understand the changing relations of blacks and whites in the new
South Africa. But when three black strangers appear at their house asking to make
a phone call, a harrowing afternoon of violence follows which leaves both of them
badly shaken and further estranged from one another. After a brief return to Cape
Town, where Lurie discovers his home has also been vandalized, he decides to stay
on with his daughter, who is pregnant with the child of one of her attackers. Now
thoroughly humiliated, Lurie devotes himself to volunteering at the animal clinic,
where he helps put down diseased and unwanted dogs. It is here, Coetzee seems
to suggest, that Lurie gains a redeeming sense of compassion absent from his life
up to this point. Written with the austere clarity that has made J. M. Coetzee the
winner of two Booker Prizes, Disgrace explores the downfall of one man and
dramatizes, with unforgettable, at times almost unbearable, vividness the plight of
a country caught in the chaotic aftermath of centuries of racial oppression. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

Raunchy 2
"Their desire to get high will cost them more than their lives."

Quita's Dayscare Center 2 (The Cartel Publications Present)
The Lorton Correctional Complex was one of the most notorious prisons in U.S.
history. It housed convicts from Washington, D.C. Known for violence and
corruption, it shaped and molded every man, or woman, that experienced life on
the inside. Sent to Lorton at age 17 for armed robbery, Ronald Mays is introduced
to a world where only the strong survive. In prison he is forced to better himself as
a man he learns to read, he drops his heroin habit, and becomes a father. Being a
loyalist at heart, Ronald gets involved in a feud with older convicts that can cost
him everything. A survivor by nature, Ronald makes it out of Lorton alive and
returns to the streets of D.C. with his mind focused on doing bigger and better
things with his life. He leaves all of his old ways alone and pursues his dreams of
becoming a pro boxer if he succeeds he wins for all those close to him. No matter
how hard he tries to avoid the drama of the D.C. streets, it comes his way hard and
fast. Ronald finds himself fighting his yesterdays in order to attain his dreams of
tomorrow. Like most real men that survived Lorton, Ronald is driven by his will to
succeed and his demand for respect. Nothing will get in his way. An epic story of
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struggle, adversity, and accomplishment.

Reputations
Here is the ultimate book on the worldwide movement of hackers, pranksters, and
activists that operates under the non-name Anonymous, by the writer the
Huffington Post says “knows all of Anonymous’ deepest, darkest secrets.” Half a
dozen years ago, anthropologist Gabriella Coleman set out to study the rise of this
global phenomenon just as some of its members were turning to political protest
and dangerous disruption (before Anonymous shot to fame as a key player in the
battles over WikiLeaks, the Arab Spring, and Occupy Wall Street). She ended up
becoming so closely connected to Anonymous that the tricky story of her
inside–outside status as Anon confidante, interpreter, and erstwhile mouthpiece
forms one of the themes of this witty and entirely engrossing book. The narrative
brims with details unearthed from within a notoriously mysterious subculture,
whose semi-legendary tricksters—such as Topiary, tflow, Anachaos, and
Sabu—emerge as complex, diverse, politically and culturally sophisticated people.
Propelled by years of chats and encounters with a multitude of hackers, including
imprisoned activist Jeremy Hammond and the double agent who helped put him
away, Hector Monsegur, Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy is filled with insights
into the meaning of digital activism and little understood facets of culture in the
Internet age, including the history of “trolling,” the ethics and metaphysics of
hacking, and the origins and manifold meanings of “the lulz.”

Young & Dumb: The Complete Series (The Cartel Publications
Presents)
Babyface, a pimp in Washington, D.C., reads the diary of his best prostitute and
fiancee Victoria while she lies in a coma at a local hospital.

My Mama's Drama
Book two of a trilogy, the making of mother monster.

Pretty Kings 2
A Hustler's Son (The Cartel Publications Presents)
The Pretty Kings you love are back but they are not alone. The Kennedy Kings have
resurfaced only to learn that the women they married are not the same. Scarlett
and Camp Kennedy continue to have marital problems. Although their troubles
stem from past physical abuse on Scarletts part, their issues are magnified now
that she has Ngozi, her mysterious new love interest. With all of her troubles and
her new baby, Scarletts emotional stability plummets. Bambi and Kevin Kennedy
try to put the pieces of their marriage back together although the scars of infidelity
and secrets of betrayal linger in the air. The first thing he wants to know is what
happened to his beloved aunt Bunny. Add to that the fact that he has to deal with
feeling emasculated now that his wife is running the Kennedy King Empire. Denim
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and Bradley Kennedy seem to have not missed a beat in their marriage. However,
Denims mother, Sarah and her heroin addicted sister Grainger continue to ravel
Denims happy home. When Bradley makes a single mistake in defense of his
family everything in their lives change for the worst. Race and Ramirez Kennedy
are back together and thanks to Carey, their vixen love toy, their sex life could not
be steamier. Before long Race discovers that shes having a hard time figuring out
her place in the trio. Operating as muscle for the Pretty Kings Empire is not the
only thing she wants to control. As the Kennedy family struggle to put their lives in
order, drama, turmoil and tragedy meet them at every corner. Will they come out
as a whole or is it curtains for the empire?

The Man Who Came Uptown
he streets of Washington, D.C. are at their most violent in years. From 5th and
Rittenhouse to M.L.K. Avenue, roll with Mann, his little brother Lando, and their
crew of uptown soldiers as they take no prisoners in the Fast Lane. As the drug
epidemic rages out of control in the Nation's Capital, Mann, a young, handsome
hustler, makes his mark in the D.C. streets with nothing but money on his mind. In
a game with no rules, anybody can get it and no one is off limits when it comes to
stacking paper. To rise to the top, Mann must play his cards right and surround
himself with those loyal to him. However, who can be trusted when everybody is
trying to get paid by any means.Sex, money, drugs, murder, and mayhem … the
drama never ends in the Fast Lane.

Born to Run
Kaneesha and her boyfriend Jarvis find themselves struggling to care for
themselves and their eight year old son. When they begin using crack, they lose
their jobs, possessions and self-respect. Their relationship crumbles and Jarvis
leaves Kaneesha and his son all alone. Then Kaneesha befriends Reds, a
neighborhood pregnant crack queen. Will their downward spiral continue?

Luxury Tax: The Complete Series (The Cartel Publications
Presents)
Shyt List 2 is the sequel to the best selling novel Shyt List.

Fast Lane
The chicks you love to hate are back! After witnessing the vicious murder of her
beloved sister, the infamous "Queen Kat," Nyse, vows to bring demise to the culprit
responsible for her slaying. Which is none other than Fatal. Just as Nyse begins to
put her plans into motion, she receives yet another slap to the face when she finds
out that her family has teamed up with Eliza Gibbs, to take the only person she has
left out of her life, her newborn son. Feeling abandoned and alone, Nyse calls up a
few old friends for reinforcement to set things in order"Nyse Style." When things
get out of hand, Nyse finds herself fighting for survival in a place she never would
expect, her own home. On the other hand, her rival Fatal, finds herself facing
demons from her past, and begins to question her life style. And then, an old friend
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that she would have loved to forget reenters her life in need of a favor. Before
long, Fatal finds herself head first into drama only this time the stakes are higher.
And if she s not careful she may suffer the fate she has delivered to others! A must
read, Poison 2 ends with nothing less than a heart pounding standing ovation!!

Shyt List 2: Loose Cannon (The Cartel Publications Presents)
Persia decides to stay with the Black Water Clan. Against her better judgement,
Carissa agrees to let Persia stay with the Klan. Mercedes is trying to work it out
with Lil C. Yvette uses her power for evil.

Money Ain't Everything
The first letter of the author's first name is a dollar symbol.

Lorton Legends
The love/hate relationship between Diane and Kendra Williams takes motherdaughter drama to entirely different level. Diane is a single mother who prides
herself on being a master manipulator. She has no problem using anything or
anyone to get what she wants. Whether it’s treating her sister, Celia, as her
personal ATM or seducing unlikely, unsuspecting men, she will do whatever it takes
to get ahead. Her daughter, Kendra, is a hardworking student who does a better
job parenting her younger twin sisters than their mom does. She is determined to
be nothing like her mother, and instead, strives to follow in her Aunt Celia’s
footsteps to get the car, house, and career of her dreams. After meeting Bilal, a
handsome, streetwise entrepreneur, she may just land the man of her dreams as
well. When tragedy strikes one of the twins, instead of being there for her family,
Diane sees it as one more opportunity to exploit for her own personal gain. And
when a secret that both Diane and Kendra have been keeping comes out, the
entire family is ripped apart. Will Kendra be able to hold on to everything that
means the world to her, or will her mama’s drama snatch it all away?

The Traffickers
Philadelphia Homicide Sergeant Matthew Payne is paired with a Texas Ranger to
bring down a murderer with Mexican cartel connections. The odd couple of the
Philly cop and the Texas lawman must run down the killer and his gang-before the
body count rises again. From the Paperback edition.

Prison Throne (The Cartel Publications Presents)
Pudd'nhead Wilson tells a story of a young slave woman who switches her lightskinned newborn with her master's son at birth, and consequently a terrible crime
and courtroom drama eventually ensue. David Wilson is an educated, intelligent
lawyer with an unusual hobby: collecting fingerprints. He is famous for making
philosophical comments, which earns him the nickname 'Pudd'nhead' from the lesseducated townspeople. Like much of Twain's work, the odd plot and characters tell
us much about the peculiarities of American society in the late nineteenth century,
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as the author humorously and pointedly ridicules small-town politics, religious
beliefs, and the flawed logic of racial and class hierarchies in his society.

Pitbulls In A Skirt 4
"When Angela Law is murdered by a corrupted DC police officer, because she
concealed a pregnancy by him, which he didn't want, her three younger sisters
witness the entire crime. Each of them internalize the violence in different ways.
Years later Jazzy Law finds herself in a tough position as the sole provider for her
two sisters, Nandi and LoveTo make matters worse, as the bills mount up, and their
apartment is condemned, Jazzy is forced to accept an unconventional offer from
her best friend. For $500, her best friend wants Jazzy to collect sperm from an NBA
draft pick, so that she can trap him into a pregnancy, thereby ensuring her
financial destiny. When Jazzy is successful, a similar request crosses her path. The
only problem is, Killion is unlike the meek basketball player she trapped before.
He's a murderous drug dealer with a temper and the ability to kill everybody Jazzy
holds dearly, including her beloved sisters. What will Jazzy do?"--Publisher
description.

Hell Razor Honeys 2 (The Cartel Publications Presents)
Claire Dixon is a confused girl, from a ritzy suburb in Maryland, who has sex with
Vyce Charles, a drug dealer, and gets pregnant. Bobbi Gannon is a loud mouthed
girl from a Baltimore project, who is also impregnated by Vyce, due to having raw
sex. When both Claire and Bobbi announce they are pregnant by Vyce at the same
time, he takes the risky advice from his best friend Whiz to move them both into
his home, in lieu of hefty child support payments. As expected the young women
bicker, fight and do all they can to win Vyce's affections, including signing their
names on contracts, and putting their lives on the line as inexperienced drug
mules. Young & Dumb is an explosive drama with heavy twists and wild turns! A
must read for urban fiction lovers!

Year of the Crackmom (The Cartel Publications Presents)
Holding a man down in prison means nothing if he breaks your heart. Follow Rasim
and Snow's explosive love story!

Poison 2 (The Cartel Publications Presents)
While original members Tia, Vida, and Bloody attempt to run from justice after a
deadly shootout involving a police officer, new members Paris, Lala, and Tera take
over the Hell Razor Honeys gang in Washington, D.C., with mixed results.

Upscale Kittens (The Cartel Publications Presents)
Vicioso was born into a world of poverty in the projects of Santa Cruz in Panama
City, Panama. He longs for one thing and one thing only: a better life in a better
place. With his life on the line and money on his mind this teenager leaves Panama
and heads to the US in an effort to provide a better life for himself, his woman, and
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his family. Money is the only thing that can change his life for the better, yet the
power of the dollar is also the very thing that can tear his life apart. Some people
will do anything for a dollar, but Vicioso soon learns that Money Ain't Everything.
Watch him climb from the bottom to the top in the only way that he knows how.
From New York to Philly all the way to DC, Vicioso takes no shorts about his paper;
and what he endures along the way will leave you wondering what will happen
next in this street tale. Based on a true story, Money Ain't Everything takes readers
deep inside the underworld.

Dictionary Of Word Roots
Still grieving from the senseless murder of her mother, Quita Miles must put her
game face on to help locate 7-year-old Cordon, the son of drug kingpin, Flex. When
we last left Quita, the last person on earth Flex would suspect, Kimi Carmichael,
had kidnapped Cordon. Kimi, Cordon's biological mother, had her unreliable cousin
Pooh hold Cordon, and his friend Miranda in a motel room until further instructions.
But the kids have another agenda, and decide to slip away to face the dangerous
streets, and save themselves. To top it all off, Quita must still run her illegal
daycare center although most of her friends are being held captive by Flex, and his
goons until Cordon is found. Time is of the essence and if Flex does not get Cordon
back soon, bodies will continue to drop. Quita's Dayscare Center 2 is sure to keep
you on the edge of your seat. Will this be the end of Quita's Dayscare Center or
just the beginning?

Hate List
What do you get when you put a group of vagrants, alcoholics, drug addicts,
murderers and troubled teenagers, in a dark tunnel alone? T. Styles' next twisted
novel, Mad MaXXX: Children of The Catacombs! After being blamed for a crime she
didn't commit, Madjesty (from the RAUNCHY series) retreats to the Catacombs, a
tunnel nicknamed by the homeless who live there. Although the conditions are less
than habitable, she discovers some painful things about herself, through the eyes
of people more tormented than she is. Despite the rats, public sex exploitations,
violence and the mystery of never really knowing the people around you, Madjesty
is the most comfortable she's ever been in her life. With them she feels right at
home. Until Everest comes into the picture, with her tall tales that only Madjesty
doesn't buy. Although it's obvious to others around Madjesty, that she may be
falling in love, she avoids it at all cost. After all, every female she has ever cared
for was murdered or violently ripped from her life, twisting her mind up in the
process. Even though she avoids the affections of Everest, she finds love anyway in
a 5-year old named Pickles, who was born in the Catacombs and abandoned by his
mother soon after. Before long Madjesty appears to be getting her life together,
but there is one problem, Wicked, the power-hungry self-proclaimed leader,
doesn't want her there. He's doing everything he can to have her removed from
the Catacombs, even if it means taking her life. Mad MaXXX is a look into the mind
of T. Styles, and readers are in for an original ride never seen before in urban
fiction. Strap in your seat belt and enjoy!

Crazy Kind of Love (The Cartel Publications Presents)
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After Yvonna's high school sweetheart is murdered by her father and a secret
surfaces involving her best friend and deceased boyfriend, she flees to Baltimore
with plans to exact revenge on those who made it on her "shyt list."

Tears of a Hustler Pt 2
Opposites really do attract but so do mayhem, murder and sex. After Jamal Shield,
aka Preacher (Leo Sullivan), a notorious young B-More gangster, is sentenced to
life in prison for multiple crimes, including an armored Brinks truck heist for a cool
5.2 million, he is surprised when he is released from prison. All he wants to do is be
with his family and start a new life but there is one problemhe is charged with
protecting a beautiful whore. Lourdes Beaumont (T. Styles), a prostitute from
Houston, Texas, always dreamed of having a legit life. She tried to pursue that
dream by building her cosmetics business but she found that the men who could
help her want her for one thing, her body. When she witnesses the murder of a
teenager at a high school, by the daughter of a notorious drug dealer, she is taken
to Baltimore where Jamal is charged with keeping her alive. When you are as
emotional and high-strung as she is, this act is easier said than done. Jamal resents
having to protect Lourdes, especially when the demons from his past and the
goons from hers attempt to hunt them both down. Who would have thought that
through the bloodshed and bullets that they could find true love? But it means
nothing if they do not survive.

Pudd'nhead Wilson and Those Extraordinary Twins
In bestselling and Emmy-nominated writer George Pelecanos' novel, one of the
best mysteries of 2018 (Publishers Weekly), an ex-offender must choose between
the man who got him out and the woman who showed him another path. Michael
Hudson spends the long days in prison devouring books given to him by the
prison's librarian, a young woman named Anna who develops a soft spot for her
best student. Anna keeps passing Michael books until one day he disappears,
suddenly released after a private detective manipulated a witness in Michael's
trial. Outside, Michael encounters a Washington, D.C. that has changed a lot during
his time locked up. Once shady storefronts are now trendy beer gardens and flower
shops. But what hasn't changed is the hard choice between the temptation of
crime and doing what's right. Trying to balance his new job, his love of reading,
and the debt he owes to the man who got him released, Michael struggles to figure
out his place in this new world before he loses control. Smart and fast-paced, The
Man Who Came Uptown brings Washington, D.C. to life in a high-stakes story of
tough choices.

Rogue State
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether
sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and spatial relationships that
existed in terrorist group planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory conduct
be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for
terrorism relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned
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terrorist incident. The planning process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to
the terrorist incident. This study examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in
the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of
conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of the actual
terrorist incidents. Illustrations.

Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy
Recounts the author's experiences with the reclusive Tarahumara Indians, whose
techniques allow them to run long distances with ease, and describes his training
for a fifty-mile race with the tribe and a number of ultramarathoners.

Secrets Never Die
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